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1.In what ways does media play an important role in a democracy? 

Answer: Media plays an important role in a democracy. It provides news and discusses events taking 
place in the country and the world. It is on the basis of this information that we learn how the government 
works. 

1. Media also criticises the unpopular policies and programmes that the government takes. 
2. Media forms public opinion. 
3. Media acknowledges us with several current issues. 
4.Media provides awareness among masses. 

2.Mention the drawbacks of advertising.  

Answer: Advertising shows certain drawbacks which are as follow: 

(a) We are citizens of a democratic country. It means we all are equal. But advertising always focuses on 
the lives of the rich and influential persons. It tends to promote a certain lack of respect for the poor. They 
are not the faces we most often see in advertisements and therefore we cease to think about them. 

(b) Advertising uses personal emotions of the people. Those who are capable to buy certain brands feel 
exalted but there are many who cannot afford to buy them. The personal emotions of these people are hurt 
badly. 

(c) Advertising promotes the sale of packaged products. This negatively affects the sale of things which 
do not come in packets. This forces many people out of their livelihoods. 

(d) Advertising by focussing on the lives of the rich and famous helps us forget about issues of poverty, 
discrimination and dignity, all of which are central to the functioning of equality in a democracy. 

3.What do you mean by an independent media? Why is it important for the media to be independent?   

Answer:  An independent media means that no one should control and influence its coverage of news. No 
one should tell the media what can be included and what should not be included in a news story. It means 
that media should not be under any one’s pressure. It will be totally independent. An independent media is 
very important because it is on the basis of the information that the media provides that we take action as 
citizens. Hence, it essential that this information is reliable. It should be biased at all. 

4.Write a brief note on ‘local media’. 

Answer: Local media covers small Issues that involve prdinary people, and their daily lives. It is usually 
started by local groups. Several people use community radio to tell farmers about the prices of different 
crops and advise them on the use of seeds ‘ and fertilisers. Others make documentary films with fairly 
cheap and easily 
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available video cameras on real life conditions faced by different poor communities and, at times, have 
even given the poor these video cameras to make films on their own lives. 

Khabar Lahriya is also a local newspaper. It is a fortnightly that is run by eight Dalit women in Chitrakoot 
district in Uttar Pradesh. It is written in the local language, Bundeli. This eight page newspaper covers the 
Dalit issues and cases of violence against women and political corruption. This newspaper is popular 
among farmers, shopkeepers, panchayat members, school teachers and women who have recently become 
literate. 

5.Give Examples of local media. 

Ans:Examples of local media :- 1) Community Radio 2) Documentary Films 3) local newspaper like 
‘Khabar Lahriya” 

6.How can you say that media is far from freedom? Or why do most newspapers still fail to provide a 
balanced story?   

Answer: It is said that media is often controlled by business houses. Media does what these business 
houses wish. At times, it is in the interest of these businesses to focus on only one side of the story. Media 
is in the constant need of money. 

Hence, it is essential for media to get linked, it is with advertising groups. In such a situation it is difficult 
for media to report against people who give them advertisements. Its close links to big business houses 
snatches its independence. It has to do as per the wishes of these business houses, Media also tends to 
focus on a particular aspect of a story because they believe this makes the story interesting. One thing 
more, if they want to increase public support for an issue, they often do this by focusing on one side of a 
story. Thus,it is difficult to say that media is independent. 

7.How media and money are interrelated? 

Ans:The technologies used by mass media is expensive and they keeps on changing their technologies. 
These advanced technologies requires lot of money. There are number of employees associated with these 
works that are paid, like in a news studio, it is not only news reader who needs to be paid, but lot of 
people are also paid who helps to put in the broadcast together. Thus most television channels and 
newspapers are part of big business houses. 

8.Why media is far from independent? 

Ans:An independent media means that no one should control and influence its coverage of news. Media 
is far from independent, this is because of control of government over them. Government prevents some 
news items, scenes from a movie, or lyrics of songs from being shared with larger public, this is called as 
censorship. 

9.Give example showing setting agendas in media. 

Setting agendas by media can effect democracy. Explain how? 

Ans: 

‘Setting of an agenda’ by the media means that the media plays an important role in shaping our thoughts. 
By ‘setting agendas’, the media influences the way we think and makes us aware of issues which it thinks 
is important. One instance of this would be the raising of awareness about the levels of pesticides in colas. 
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Another is the Fashion week, which was at the front of headlines while several slums were being 
demolished in Mumbai. 

10.Can you explain two ways in which you think advertising affects issues of equality in a democracy? 

Answer: Branded products cost much more than those sold loose. It is because they include the costs of 
packaging and advertising. Whatever may be the reason, it is very difficult almost impossible for the large 
majority of people to buy such costly/branded products. Only a small group of high class people, say 
wealthy people can afford to buy them. Here, the principle of equality is ignored. Advertising a product is 
a costly affair. Only large companies can get their products advertised. So far small businessmen are 
concerned, they find it difficult to advertise their product because their income is small. They often have 
to sell their products in weekly markets and neighbourhood shops. Here, also the principle of equality is 
marred. 

11.Why do you think the manufacturer of the daal (pulses) gave his product a specific name?   

Answer: Daals (pulses) are usually sold loose in the market. There are different types of daals in the 
market such as arahar ki daal, rnasoor ki dual, urad ki daal, etc. These names are not brand names. When 
a company takes a particular daal such as urad ki daal and puts it into a packet, it will need to give the 
daal a specific name. It needs to do this so that we don’t confuse the daal is that particular packet with the 
daal that is sold loose. 

12.What do companies do in case there are two brands of a similar product? 

Answer: In such a situation the consumer is confused. He cannot decide which product he should buy. 
The manufacturer, being aware of this has to give the consumer a reason to refer a particular brand of a 
product. Just naming a product does not help sell it. So, advertisers began claiming certain special values 
for their brand. In this way, they try to differentiate it from other similar products. 

13.How is personal emotion being used in the Care Soap advertisement?   

Answer: The Care Soap advertisement uses the mother’s concern for her child. It tells the mother that her 
love and care is best shown through using this particular brand of soap. Because of this, mothers begin to 
feel that using this soap is a sign of how much they love their child. In this way, the advertisement uses 
the love of a mother for her child to sell this expensive soap. 

Just think about those mothers who cannot afford this soap. They might begin to feel that they are not 
giving their children the best care. 

14.What role do advertisements play in our lives?   

Answer:  Advertisements play a major role in our lives. They influence us to a great extent. We watch 
advertisements, discuss them and often judge people according to the brand products they use. Whenever 
we see cricket heroes and film stars advertising different products we feel tempted to buy those products. 
It is because persons whom we consider our heroes tell us that they are worth buying. Advertisements tell 
us how we should live our lives, what we should aspire and dream for, how we should express our love, 
what it means to be smart, successful and beautiful. Thus, advertisements have significant role in our 
lives. In the present scenario, we cannot think of a life without advertisements. 

15.How are small businessmen affected in this age of advertisements?   

Answer: Advertising a product is a costly affair no doubt but this is the only way to sell products in the 
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market. Large companies have no dearth to money and therefore they can easily advertise their products. 
But these are small businessmen also who have no money to show their products on television or national 
newspapers and magazines. They often have to sell their products in weekly markets and neighbourhood 
shops. 

Advertising also makes us believe that packaged and branded things are better than things sold loose. We 
often forget that the quality of a product has little to do with packaging that it comes in. This shift to 
packaged products negatively affects the sales of several small business forcing people out of their 
livelihoods. 

 

16.What brand values are used by the two daals namely Top Taste Daal’ and ‘Best Taste Daal’? 

Answer: The two daals namely Top Taste Daal’ and ‘Best Taste Daal’ are saying two different things. 
Top Taste Daal’ is appealing to our social tradition of treating guest extremely well. On the other hand 
‘Best Taste Daal is appealing to our concern for our children’s health and that they eat things that are 
good for them. Values such as treating our guests well and making sure and children get nutritious food 
are used by brands to create brand values. These brand values are conveyed through the use of visuals and 
words to give us an overall image that appeals to us. 

17.Why is the consumer confused? Or What makes the consumer confused? 

Answer: Sometimes there are two or more advertisements of a similar product. This makes the consumer 
confused because it becomes difficult for him to differentiate one product from the other/others. 

18.What is the difference between commercial and social advertising.      
Social advertising: 
1.these are used raise awareness among people. 
2.these are launched by government and organisatons. 
3.these are not promoted by celebreties. 
commercial advertising: 
1.these are costly and promoted by celebreties. 
2.these require lots of money. 
3.these are launched by brands. ex: colgate,nike etc. 
 

19.What do you mean by the word branding? How are brand values conveyed to us? 

The naming of a product is called branding. Brand values are conveyed to us through the use of visuals 
and words. 

 

 

 

 


